
Adventure Description:

Activity 

In this adventure, students will think like an environmental engineer to figure out how much hydrogen is

required to fuel a high school football stadium.

Explain to students that an environmental engineer is an engineer that develops new, environmentally friendly ways to create

products or produce energy. 

Tell students that there are many different types of renewable energy. Show Handout: Renewable Energy Sources. Discuss how

environmental engineers use these types of energy sources to reduce the impact on the environment. These energy sources are

environmentally friendly because they are not having a negative impact on the environment. environment.

Explain to students that environmental engineers have recently started conducting research on a new renewable energy source:

hydrogen fuel cells. Show Handout: Hydrogen Fuel Cells. Discuss how hydrogen fuel cells burn pure hydrogen, which contributes

almost no pollution to the environment. 

Explain to students that one place where a lot of energy is used every Friday night is high school football stadiums! Between the

huge lights, the concession stands, and the scoreboard, they use about 35,000 Joules per second. A Joule is a unit that measures

energy. 

Explain to students that they will think like an environmental engineer and create a hydrogen gas station to determine how much

hydrogen would be needed to power a football stadium!
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Step One: Background Information on Environmental Engineers and Football Stadiums (5 minutes)

High School

Step Two: Building a Hydrogen Gas Station (10 minutes)
Explain to students that they will be creating their own gas station that will store hydrogen gas. The hydrogen gas could then be

used to light the stadium lights.

Provide students with Handout: Building a Hydrogen Gas Station. As a class, read through the steps. 

Divide students into pairs. Provide each pair with the following materials: 

One clear cup of salt water filled close to the top 

Two large metal paper clips

6V battery

2 wires with alligator clips

25 ml graduated cylinder filled to the top with salt water
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Tell students to complete Step 1 on the handout to build their hydrogen gas station.

Teacher Note: Remind students not to let the paper clips touch each other. If the paper clips touch each other they will get hot and drain the

battery.

As students start creating hydrogen gas, remind them to: 

Make sure the tips of their hooks remain under water.

Keep their paperclips from touching each other in the water.

Ask students if one hook is showing a change happening faster than the other hook. 

Discuss how the hook attached to the negative end of the battery is forming smaller bubbles but they are forming faster. Explain that these are

hydrogen bubbles. 

Eventually, bubbles will also form on the positive end. These bubbles will be larger but less of them will form. Explain that these are oxygen

bubbles.

Step Three: Collecting Hydrogen Gas (25 minutes)
Explain that students will now start collecting hydrogen gas in their gas stations! 

Have students complete Step 2 on the handout. Students will submerge their graduated cylinder in the container of salt water, and hook it on

the paperclip that is producing hydrogen gas. 

As students submerge their graduated cylinders remind them to:

Make sure there are no air bubble in their graduated cylinder when they place it in the container of salt water.

Place the opening over the paperclip hook that is producing hydrogen gas. (This will allow the hydrogen bubble to collect in the graduated

cylinder.)

Tell students to collect hydrogen gas for 20 minutes. 

After 20 minutes, have students complete Step 3, measuring the amount of gas they have collected. Tell students to measure the amount of

hydrogen gas they have collected in the graduated cylinders.

While students are measuring the hydrogen gas that they have collected, remind them to:

Be careful that no air enters the graduated cylinder when they lift or tip the graduated cylinder to make their measurement. 

The top edge of the graduated cylinder must stay under the surface of the water for this measurement to be successful.
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Step Four: Discussion (10 minutes)
Have students complete step 4 to figure out how much hydrogen gas is needed to power a stadium.

Discuss the following with students (refer to Handout: Calculations Teacher Key):

Do you think that hydrogen fuel cells are a feasible way to power a stadium? 

What kinds of resources would an environmental engineer need to be able to design a hydrogen fuel cell to power a stadium?

Why is hydrogen gas a clean alternative to normal fuels? (It is clean burning, easy to generate from water.)
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Extra Time? Tell students that one way to show that the hydrogen gas that they have collected is a good fuel is to see if it explodes. Explain this

can be done by holding a lighter  to the hydrogen to see if it explodes in a gentle “poof”. 

Wearing safety glasses, take  turns testing each students hydrogen that they collected by doing the  following:

Stand next to the students clear cup of water that is holding the inverted test tube.

Remove the test tube in one  steady movement, straight up out of the water.

Turn the test tube on its side while at the same time lighting the lighter and placing it just inside the  top of the test tube.

Wait for a gentle poof as the  hydrogen combines with oxygen in the air to become water.

After you have tested all of  the student’s hydrogen, test the model that you set up ahead of time.  Your supply should be large enough to

give a satisfying “poof”.

If you choose to have any  students assist you, have them wear safety glasses as well.
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Handout: Renewable Energy Sources

Handout: Hydrogen Fuel Cells

Handout: Building a Hydrogen Gas Station

Handout: Calculations Teacher Key

Provided online:

Materials List

Not provided (Each student or group needs): 
Clear cup 

Salt water

Two large metal paper clips

6V battery

2 wires with alligator clips

25 ml graduated cylinder filled to the top with salt water



Renewable Energy Sources
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Wind Turbine Water Wheel Water Turbine

Solar Panel Wind Mill Bio Fuels



Hydrogen Fuel Cells
Renewable hydrogen fuel cells are created when an electrical current is used to

separate water into its components of oxygen and hydrogen. This process is known as

electrolysis.
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Environmental engineers want to use hydrogen fuel cells because they are relatively easy to build

and maintain, and the hydrogen gas produces almost no pollution! This helps the environment

because normal fuel, like gasoline or diesel, produces carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, and other

pollutants.



Building a Hydrogen Gas Station

Follow the steps below to create a hydrogen gas station.

Step One: Create a Hydrogen Gas Station

Bend paper clips into hooks. 

Unfold the paperclip to make an "S."

Pull out both legs to create hooks on the top and bottom of

the paper clip.
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Place the shorter leg of the paperclips on the rim of the water

container so that the hook is in the salt water. 

Make sure that the paperclips do not touch each other. 

Make sure that the hook on the end of the paperclip that is

in the water does not stick out of the water.

Attach the alligator clip on the first wire to the leg of the first

paperclip that is sticking out of the water.

Attach the alligator clip on the second wire to the leg of the

second paperclip that is sticking out of the water.

To start collecting hydrogen gas, connect the other alligator clip

on the first wire to the negative wire on the 6V battery. 

Connect the other alligator clip on the second wire to the

positive wire on the 6V battery.



Step Two: Collect Hydrogen Gas
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Now that your model is creating hydrogen, you need to capture the hydrogen.

Put your thumb over the opening of the graduated cylinder

filled with salt water.

Turn the test tube upside down. No water comes out because

your thumb is there, right!?!

Put your thumb and test tube under the top surface of the

water.

Remove your thumb and the water should still stay in the

graduated cylinder. Now there is just salt water in the

graduated cylinder - no bubbles!

Guide the test tube over the hook that is creating hydrogen.

You are now collecting hydrogen gas! The oxygen is just

bubbling out into the air.

Collect hydrogen gas for 20 minutes. 

Make sure the graduated cylinder stays on the hook.

Make sure the opening on the graduated cylinder stays

below the surface of the water.

Step Three: Measure Hydrogen Gas

After 20 minutes, measure the amount of hydrogen gas you’ve

collected in your graduated cylinder. 

Carefully tilt the graduated cylinder so that it is straight up and

down. The hydrogen gas will stay safely at the top of the test tube. 

Use the markings on the graduated cylinder to see how much

hydrogen gas you have collected.



Step Four: Perform Calculations
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The next step is to figure out how much hydrogen gas is needed to fuel the football stadium.

There are about 13 x 10    Joules of energy in every kilogram of hydrogen

13 x 10    J/kg Hydrogen

7

7

One mL of hydrogen weighs 8 × 10    grams 

Hydrogen weighs 8 × 10    grams/mL

-5

-5

Next, we have to convert the grams to kilograms:

To do this, we must divide the number of grams by 1000. 

We do this because there are 1000 grams in 1 kilogram. 

8 x 10     g/mL   =    8 x 10     kg/ml-5

1000

-8

The lights at the stadium generate 300 to 400 lux. (Lux is a measurement of brightness.)

To generate 300 to 400 lux, it takes about 35,000 W LED bulbs. 

1 Watt = Joules per second (J/s) 

It takes 35,000 J/s to light the stadium

Calculate the weight of hydrogen you have collected. How much hydrogen did you collect in milliliters?

Multiply the number of ml of hydrogen you collected by the weight of 1 ml of hydrogen/kilogram.
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Calculate the amount of energy that is in the hydrogen you collected. 

Multiply the weight of the hydrogen you collected by 13 x 10   J/kg.

Calculate how many times you would need to produce this amount of hydrogen to light up the stadium. 

35,000 J/s are required to power the stadium every second. 

Multiply this value by the amount of energy that you have collected.

7
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Values will vary from group to group, because the amount of hydrogen that they collect will vary.

Calculate the weight of hydrogen you have collected. 

Multiply the number of milliliters of hydrogen you collected by 8 X 10^-8 kg/ml. 

For example, if you collected 5 milliliters of hydrogen: (5 ml X  8 x 10^-8 kg/ml) = 4 x 10^-7 kg.

 

Calculate the amount of energy that is in the hydrogen you collected. 

Multiply the weight of the hydrogen you collected by 13 x 10^7 J/kg. 

For example, if the weight you collected is 4 x 10^-7:  

(4 x 10^-7 kg x 13 x 10^ 7 J/kg) = 52 J

 

Calculate how many times you would need to produce this amount of hydrogen to light up the stadium. 

35,000 J/s are required to power the stadium every second. Multiply this value by the amount of energy that you

have collected. 

For example, if you collected 52 J of energy:

 (35,000 J/s divided by 52 J) = 673 every second

 

You would need to collect this same amount 673 times per second!

Calculations Teacher Key
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